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              Dear Forum Users,

A customer of ours recently encountered a problem with PDF Creator where she couldn't print anymore. Manually opening it works. We deleted the pdf creator registry and registered the customer anew to no success.

We try to avoid reinstalling the program because we fear the error could then occur with other users. At the moment only 1 of them has this problem.

Any tips or information on the topic would be very helpful. Thaks in advance and have a nice day!

I added the latest tracelog file below:

tmp55B1.tmp.txt (50.2 KB)
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              Hi @philipp.z

Which PDFCreator version is currently installed on the PC?

We've had an issue with the Title Replacement for documents with capitalized datatype endings (for example document.PDF could throw an error.). This does look a little familiar.
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              Thanks for the reply!

Unfortunately it doesn't seem like this is the case. Also I failed to inform you that the program is installed on a terminal server (2012R2) and is an older version (2.1.2). The other users have no problems at all, only 1 is affected. I hope this helps a little bit.
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              Hi,

I am afraid version 2.1.2 is no longer supported.

If only 1 user is affected, it sounds like it could be an issue with the permissions of the customers temp folder.

Best regards

Robin
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              I was afraid I would get this answer. Thanks for the help anyways! I will check the temp folder permissions and try to convince the customer to get the latest version.

Thank you very much!
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              I have the same problem with the last downloaded version by re-installing the product, if I run the program it performs the conversion while if I leave it closed nothing happens
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              Hi,

in most cases the cause of this is an outdated pdfcmon.dll.

Usually the setup will replace the pdfcmon.dll if required, but in some rare cases this doesn't work as expected.

Which version does the pdfcmon.dll in Windows\system32 have after installing the latest PDFCreator version (should be 0.9.8.1)?

Best regards

Robin
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              hi thank you for yours reply ,

, yes the file have this versione 0.9.8.1

Best regards
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              Did you recently upgrade PDFCreator from an older version (early version 3, maybe?).

Please try the following workaround:


	Please uninstall PDFCreator completely
	See if the following registry key is still there: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Print\Monitors\pdfcmon
	Delete the key pdfcmon from the registry
	Reinstall PDFCreator
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